1 Placement & Preparation

Away from direct rain
Safe from pets
flat surface, corner of terrace or balcony or garden
Daily Dump has two kinds of Carbon additive - Remix Powder and Compost Maker

Each Large Kambha = 300 kgs of organic waste kept out of landfill every year

2 Put in waste
Add 3-4 fistfuls of Remix powder into the kitchen waste container
Mix the powder into the waste well!

3 Daily
Fill Unit A everyday till Unit A is full.
(follow steps 1-3, use the same newspaper as inner lid, till it crumbles, you can add that to pile and begin with fresh sheet)

When Unit A is full, stir well add microbes, neem. Add more Remix powder if pile is wet and water if pile is dry. Pile needs to be moist.

Unit A & B are the operating units.
Unit C is the maturation store
No need to stir daily when using our Powder

Stirring is needed only when each unit is full.
Shift the full Unit A to the middle and bring Unit B to the top position.
Start filling waste in Unit B which is now on top.
As Unit B is filling up the material in Unit A will reduce in volume and be semi-composted.

4 Keep it going - shifting units
When Unit B is full, empty Unit A into Unit C to mature
Now shift empty Unit A to the top. start filling.
Unit B sits in the middle with decomposing material
Unit C always stays at the bottom

When Unit A is full, Empty Unit B into Unit C to mature
Bring Unit B on top
Continue.. from step 2

5 Harvesting
In 1.5 months from when you begin using the Kambha the materials in UNIT C should be almost composted.
Empty out contents of Unit C in a Leave it Pot
For best results keep moist for another 1 month before use.
You can also use a bucket with holes to store nearly done compost
Unless you seive you will not get a powder consistency of compost. Seive if you like and put the large pieces back into fresh waste. They will compost over time.

As you fill the units, the presence of white fungus is an indication of effective composting
Stack composting

Are you adding Remix Powder Daily?

1. **Bad Smell**

   Bad smell indicates your pile is soggy and needs more Remix Powder. Mix in well.

   Optimum composting does not smell bad. You need to add proper qty of Remix Powder DAILY.

2. **Leachate**

   If too much liquid builds up in your composter, it means you have put less Remix Powder. Add lots more Remix and mix in well, till all units have no excess liquid.

3. **Worms, Bugs**

   Usually in a week you will begin to see small white worms. These are the larvae of the black soldier fly. There will be other bugs too.

   These are good for composting and are harmless.

   **Control their population** by adding 1 table spoon of Neem powder and mixing in well once a week. Increase the heat of the pile by adding 1 teaspoon of microbes daily. This will reduce the bugs.

   Also keep aeration clear - unclog the holes in the sides. This will also control bugs. Use a pin.

4. **Stir**

   Stir unit you are filling Once a week very well.

   No need to stir other units once kept aside.

5. **Keep fruit flies away**

   Don’t forget to cover your compost pile with paper which helps control fruit flies. This will get wet and soggy. Tear and mix in with the pile. Use a fresh sheet.

   You can also cover with a thin muslin cloth and reuse that, in place of newspaper.

6. **Harvested compost**

   Add more Remix in and store - sieve a month later

   Ready to sieve and store for maturation

   Add moisture, mix and store for month before sieving

   Too wet

   Just right

   Dry

7. **It’s full!**

   If all your Stack composter units get full before 40 days, you are generating more than 1 kg of waste per day.

   You will need to invest in another Leave it Pot or Chomp as an additional unit.